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SSPRINGPRING  HASHAS  SSPRUNGPRUNG  
And with a blink it’s Octo-

ber! 2015 has steamed 

along and we are now   

welcomed into the 3rd 

quarter of the year by 

fresh new shoots and blos-

soming flowers. And how 

lovely it is to smell spring 

in the air, as if to welcome 

the final downhill towards       

Christmas.  

As we start a new IAIAsa 

year, the festivities and 

spectacularness of the 

last few months have 

been the perfect seeds for 

us to flourish in the year 

ahead.  

Metaphors aside, the past 

3 months have been so 

fun-filled that it justified an  

extra long newsletter   

edition. To add water to 

inspire continued growth, 

there are many exciting 

happenings in the near  

future. So best you not get 

out your Christmas hat 

just yet - 2015 still has a 

lot to offer. 

So let’s break it down - 

we’ll start off slowly with a 

recap of recent past 

events,  easing into it with 

insight into our KZN movie 

event. We then brighten it 

up a little with AGM news,   

followed by the most excit-

ing part - out milestone 

20th Annual National 

IAIAsa Conference. We 

look at what happened 

when and how it all unfold-

ed.  

We then take the oppor-

tunity to boast about our 

awesome IAIAsa KZN    

Student Branch members 

and the amazing experi-

ences and opportunities 

they have been exposed 

to, its all rather inspiration-

al.  

Finally we look upwards 

and onwards to what the 

next few months of IAIAsa 

KZN have in store. You 

would have seen the     

invitation sent via email 

regarding our next event - 

our annual KZN Mini-

Conference. So if you 

missed out on the        

conference and/or would 

like to see what some of 

our KZN members pre-

sented - this is your oppor-

tunity! RSVP date is Friday 

9 October so be sure not 

to miss out.  

So with out further delay - 

lets SPRING into it...  

Follow our twitter 

handle @IAIAsa_2015 

and like our National 

and Provincial          

20th Annual National IAIAsa Conference20th Annual National IAIAsa Conference  
--  Champagne Sport resort, Drakensberg Champagne Sport resort, Drakensberg --    
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CCONTRASTINGONTRASTING  VVIEWSIEWS  
‘T‘THEHE  SSHOREHORE  BBREAKREAK’ F’ FILMILM  

“Two cousins from a close-knit rural community have 

opposing plans to develop their homeland on South 

Africa’s Wild Coast. Nonhle wants to preserve their 

traditional Pondo lifestyle and graves through eco-tourism 

while her older cousin Madiba intends to mine their land 

for titanium and to support the South African 

Government’s controversial plans to build a highway 

through the Wild Coast. Meanwhile, their Pondo King and 

Queen are dethroned by Government after speaking out 

against the developments. To fight for their throne the 

Pondo Royals must take Government to court who have 

replaced the King with his pro-mining nephew.” 

 

On 16 July 2015, IAIAsa KZN hosted a private screening of 

the highly acclaimed documentary, The Shore Break, in 

Pinetown. This documentary relates to the on-going 

conflict between community members and the tribal 

authority in respect to the recently approved N2 toll road 

and the mining of proposed mineral sands on the 

Wildcoast at Xolobeni.  It documents the ‘story’ from the 

perspective of two estranged family members living on the 

coast on opposite sides of the debate. While every effort 

was made on the part of the director and producers to 

portray the complexity of the situation, members of IAIAsa 

who attended the screening could not help but feel both 

disempowered and disillusioned by the processes playing 

themselves out with the (in) adequacy of stakeholder 

engagement processes being the biggest cause of 

concern.  

Attendees were fortunate to have one of the co-producers 

and director of the film, Ryley Grunenwald, present at the 

screening. This provided the perfect opportunity for 

informed discussion and insight, a true privilege for those 

present.  

The Shore Break has won the Backsberg Audience Choice 

Award at Encounters South African International 

Documentary Festival for Best South African Film, with 

many sold out shows and extra screenings. The Mail and 

Guardian hailed it as “eloquent” while City Press called it 

both “alarming” and “inspiring.”.  More recently, the film 

one the Audience Choice Award and the Amnesty 

International Durban Human Rights Award at the Durban 

International Film Festival. To find out more about the film 

and watch the trailer, visit www.theshorebreakmovie.com 

The interest in the film sparked the idea to screen it at the 

National Conference, which was done and well received by 

those present. The film captures the concerns and 

perceptions of those immediately affect by the proposed 

development, painting a picture of the rivalry and exists 

within such situations.  

Tandi Breetzke and Sian Oosthuizen 



 

Salona Reddy; Sam Singh; and 

Simone Pillay. Each table was 

provided with a copy of their posters, 

with the request that attendees read 

and score each poster using a 

generic scorecard. This not only 

provided students with the 

opportunity to prepare a poster for a 

professional audience, acting as a 

networking, exposure and learning 

experience, but enabled attendees to 

gain an overview of the scope of 

research being conducted by 

students. Attendees remarked on the 

high standard of the research and 

posters prepared by the students, 

indicating that selecting ‘the best’ 

was not an easy decision. Through-

out the course of the evening, 

scorecards were collected and 

collated. At the end of the night, 

despite very close scores, it was 

announced that Charity Cele was the 

Winner! (poster below)  - her prize? 

Free attendance that the 2015 

National Conference. Needless to 

say, Charity was overwhelmed by the 

prize and speaks to the value of her 

attendance at the conference in a 

later article.  

John Richardson closed the evening 

by presenting his Chairpersons 

report, providing an overview of the 

years’ trends in terms of 

membership, financials, 

communication, partnerships, 

committee and marketing details for 

the KZN branch. He also spoke to the 
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2014/15 AGM2014/15 AGM  
array of events held during the 

2014/15 IAIAsa year, demonstrating 

that we aim to continue in this 

strength in the year ahead.  

John closed his report by awarding 

the Phemalanga Award for 

Continuing Professional 

Development, to myself - Sian 

Oosthuizen.   

I would humbly like to thank IAIAsa 

KZN for the Award, it has been the 

most fulfilling year and I look forward 

to many more. In fear of blowing my 

own horn, I quote Johns’ report: 

“Sian Oosthuizen has also now taken over the 

full time editing duties of the Hadeda 

Newsletter and I am pleased to say has been 

doing an exceptional job, especially 

considering the shoes which she has had to 

fill. This past year has seen the publication of 

6 editions of the Hadeda and has also seen 

the introduction of advertising space to assist 

in generating branch income which is ring-

fenced at a national level for use by the KZN 

Branch at their discretion. I would also like to 

say a special thanks to Sian for all hard work 

which she has put into the successful 

functioning of the KZN branch, her continued 

support and attendance of branch and student 

events, management of the IAIAsa Facebook 

page, as well as the support which she has 

offered to the students over this past year.” 

As the AGM came to a close, it 

marked the end of another great 

IAIAsa KZN year. We thank all of our 

members for their active participation 

in the association and we look 

forward to what the 2015/16 year 

has to offer.  

And so another IAIAsa year comes to a 

close, but not without our ever so 

fantastic AGM. Based on the success 

of the 2013/14 AGM, this years 

meeting was again held at the lovely 

Chantecler Hotel in Botha’s Hill in July 

this year. The charming winters 

afternoon warmly welcomed attendees 

into the venue that had been 

colourfully decorated by our KZN 

students. The event was kicked off 

with some fun and games - two ice 

breakers provided the perfect 

opportunity for networking (or simply 

finding out new things about old 

friends). After much laughter, it was 

time to get serious, have a seat and 

enjoy a delicious meal.  

Our guest speaker at this years AGM 

was Jeremy Ridl who spoke to the 

topic - ‘Making sense of the new 

Fracking Regulations’. Jeremy gave an 

excellent conversational style 

presentation that enabled a free flow 

of questions and discussions. In 

addition, he provided fantastic insight 

into the regulations and the grounds 

that they provide going forward. We 

would like to thank Jeremy for his 

participation and insight - he added 

great richness to the event.  

A new addition to this years’ AGM 

programme was the Student Poster 

Competition. Five Post Graduate 

students from both the Durban and 

Pietermaritzburg UKZN campuses 

partook in the competition, namely: 

Adwoa Awuah; Charity Cele;         
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WWHATHAT  AREARE  WEWE  AACHIEVINGCHIEVING? ? 

WWHEREHERE  AREARE  WEWE  HHEADINGEADING??  

CPD ACPD ACCREDITATIONCCREDITATION    

After a few formalities and welcomes, 

the evening slowly drew to a close.  

And then it started - Day 1 of the 

conference sprung into action with a 

key-note address by Prof Francois 

Retief, followed by an EAPASA 

Overview, as well as some formalities 

from our NEC. After lunch the parallel 

sessions got underway. This years’ 

conference was the first time we 

have had 4 parallel sessions, 

demonstrating the array of 

presentations available to delegates. 

Session formats ranged from 

presentation style to more informal 

workshops and panel discussions.  

Day 1 was ended off with a good old 

Happy Hour followed by a poster 

presentations session, the Juta Book 

lunch and the screening of The Shore 

Break film. Day 2 was kicked off with 

an early morning sports session, 

followed by a jammed pack day of 

parallel sessions as well as the IAIAsa 

AGM. And then the fun really got 

underway when the venue was 

transformed into a Spring Ball Gala 

Dinner. Guests were welcomed by a 

beautifully decorated hall and 

celebrations were underway, 

providing an evening of fun and 

laughs. Before we knew it, the final 

day of the conference was upon us. 

The morning was kicked off with a 

presentation by Michael Slattery, 

followed by a final set of parallel 

sessions and a world café session 

which provided closure to the 

conferences’ topic. Finally, the event 

was closed through a Prize Giving 

and a summary of the conference.  

Needless to say, it was, as promised, 

a spectacular conference, providing 

the perfect platform for sharing, 

networking and fun. We thank all of 

those who selfishly gave up their time 

to organise and participate in making 

this milestone conference the 

spectacular event it was! 

Sian Oosthuizen 

After much anticipation - the 20th 

Annual National Conference was 

finally here! Upwards of 300 

delegates were warmly welcomed to 

the central Drakensberg by the 

incredible scenery, accompanied by a 

late winter sunset back-dropped onto 

the Champagne Castle Mountains. 

The excitement in the air of the much 

anticipated event was echoed by the 

familiar greetings of old friends and 

colleagues meeting again.  

The event was kicked off by a lovely 

meet-and-greet, setting the 

benchmark for the days ahead. A 

local KZN band, Zulu Blue, provided a 

great atmosphere for the evening. 

We were also privileged to have a 

performance by the ever so talented 

choir from Bergville Primary School. 

In exchange for their performance, 

IAIAsa made a donation to the school 

as well as conducted a Tree Planting 

Initiative at their grounds, which is 

discussed in detail in a later article. 

Another ‘New to IAIAsa’ is the introduction of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Points. Points are gained 

when IAIAsa members attended and present at IAIAsa events, trainings, courses and conferences. Those who 

attended the 20th Annual National IAIAsa Conference this year would have received 2.5 Points (given that 

they were present at 75% of the conference sessions). From the start of the 2015/16 year 

(July 2015), members will received points for attendance/contributions, 

such as the upcoming mini-conference where attendees will receive 

1 point and presenters 2 points. The accumulation of points 

results in members receiving discounts on 

membership fees - so all that is left if for you 

to get earning!   
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“As an Environmental Management student, the IAIAsa conference was an unforgettable, inspiring and 

priceless experience! It was great to interact not only with EAPs but also other specialists such as Wetland 

Specialists, Soil Scientists, Social Impact specialist etc. in the Impact assessment field. I believe this is 

what underpins environmental management - adopting the interdisciplinary approach by working together 

towards a sustainable environment. When I came back from the conference, I could not stop praising it to 

my colleagues. The knowledge gained was undoubtedly priceless. I was encouraged to further my studies 

and do a Master’s degree. It was great to finally hear from the horse’s mouth what EAPs experience in the 

working world which gave me an idea of what we as students are studying towards. I think it is great for 

students to know what the working world is like, to finally place ‘theory into practice‘. After attending the 

conference, I came back knowing exactly what I want to specialize in after I finish my studies, and that to 

me is what makes this conference so valuable for students. The conference was truly an enlightening and 

great learning experience!” Nosipho Makaya 

“What an enlightening experience at the IAIAsa Conference!!! The IAIAsa 2015 Conference has come and 

gone, but the memories and knowledge acquired will remain with us as IAIAsa student members. The line-

up of workshops, panel discussions, papers, and obviously social events - in the beautiful Drakensburg 

setting - created a unique fun-filled and enlightening IAIAsa experience. Three things stood out for me:  

1) the invaluable networking,  

2) the technical knowledge exchanges around environmental assessment, and  

3) the general willingness to work as a team with the inevitable memorable experience.   

It was truly a spectacular conference.” Kusasalethu Sithole 

“I was one of the fortunate students to be sponsored to attend the 20th Annual IAIAsa Conference in 

August, 2015. The setting was the magnificent Central Drakensburg at Champagne Sports Resort. 

Memories were made with student branch members as well as new friends gained. Apart from this, 

the IAIAsa conference stood out to me as I learned valuable information from practising profession-

als, and the issues they face working in the Environmental field in which I have not yet been exposed 

to. Secondly, the conference provided the means to interact and get to know environmental profes-

sionals, which I one day may apply to for jobs, therefore the opportunity to network and interact with 

such people was extremely valuable as a student who is soon to enter the working world. The IAIAsa 

conference was therefore an experience which was invaluable to all those students who attended 

and I am grateful for being able to be a part of it.” Matthew Dickey 

“What an amazing opportunity it was to have attended the 20th IAIAsa National Conference. It was a 

great opportunity to be among professionals within the same field as me -environmental management.   

I learnt a lot from the sessions that I attended, the social events as well as in between breaks which 

allowed for valuable networking. I had the privilege to present my research in the form  of a poster 

presentation. I felt that this opportunity allowed me to meet many people and gain many contacts with-

in the environmental field which will help me in entering the working world next year. The interactive 

poster session was also beneficial for me in-terms of gaining constructive criticism and positive feed-

back about my research project- which was a huge confident booster. I felt that the actual sessions 

were extremely insightful and I learnt a lot from the actual discussions and question and answer ses-

sions. Overall, the conference was a fun, interactive and a great learning experience. I would definitely 

recommend students to attend in the future conferences.” Simone Pillay 

“The IAIAsa conference was, to say in the least, most insightful and knowledgeable. Over just three days I 

got to learn so much about the environment and the various professions one can pursue. The  conference 

brought together people from diverse professions, companies and organisations. It was so interesting to 

see how lawyers, consultants (EAPs and ECOs), government officials, academics and students came togeth-

er in agreement with regards to environmental protection and what the future holds for IASAsa.  

As student we got to sell trees. Not only did we participate in reducing our carbon footprint, but it was a 

great opportunity for networking with delegates from the conference. My highlight was the ongoing network-

ing this event provided. I was honoured to meet Angus Morrison-Saunders, who was my lead author in my 

research, in person as well as Jan Wessels.  

I appreciate how well organised the entire conference was with a variety of sessions. One was never bored 

with the presentations, posters, workshops, panel discussions or even the world café (which was absolutely 

fun). Lastly, I am really inspired about what I can do, in my small circle, towards the environment. IAIAsa 

Conference 2016: I am definitely presenting!” Charity Cele 

A WA WORDORD  FROMFROM  OUROUR  SSEEDLINGSEEDLINGS  
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NNOTOT  JJUSTUST  TTREESREES  
without a budget - although, we were 

stunned by the generosity of 

nursery's in the natal midlands as 

well as conference delegates who 

donated a total of 16 trees to the 

initiative. We were overwhelmed by 

the response and eagerness of the 

donors, whom deserve special 

mention. They included: 

 Sean O'Beirn and Vici Napier 

from SE Solutions 

 Sue George from Balanced 

Environment  

 Sarah Allan form 

The Independent Environment-

al Advisor  

 The Indigenous Nursey in 

Pietermaritzburg 

 Ronnoco Nursery in Hilton 

 Nkosi Indigenous Nursery in the 

Karkloof 

 Blackwoods Nursery in 

Pietermaritzburg   

We cannot portray our thanks 

enough for their kindness. But the 

fairy-tale doesn't end there. In our 

efforts to plant trees at a local school 

or institution, we stumbled across the 

most amazing team of teachers at 

from Bergville Primary School. To say 

the opened their hearts to the idea 

would be an understatement. Mrs 

Green, the schools headmistress, 

eagerly planned where the trees 

would be planted, how the school 

children could be involved and 

ensured that all ran smoothly.  

Soon after arriving at the school on 

Friday 14th August, the conference 

organising committee, along with 

several other delegates and 

members of our IAIAsa KZN Student 

Branch, quickly realized the need for 

the precious tress. We started the 

afternoon by planting a range of 

hardy indigenous and fruit trees 

around the schools sports field, 

which will provide fruit and shade 

during those fun sporting days. We 

then moved down to the boarding 

school grounds, where we were 

warmly welcomed by eager students 

from various age groups. The kids 

were so excited and got straight on to 

helping plant the tress, each having 

their turn to shovel soil. They asked 

questions about how to plant the  

trees and what kind of trees there 

were - the start of a lifetime of 

awareness that these gems provide. 

As the sun began to set, we closed 

off the afternoon by a round of 

thanks and joyful photos where the 

Symbols of growth, aesthetic appeal, 

fruits of the earth, shade provider, 

awareness creators ... Just some of 

the terms that can be used to describe 

one of natures most precious 

resources ... A tree.  

Planting something that will surpass 

generations and bring knowledge, joy, 

fruits, shade and beauty is a truly 

rewarding experience. As an 

environmental impact association, 

IAIAsa was overwhelmed by the 

generosity and appreciation for the 

tree planting initiative conducted as 

part of the national conference. 

Being our milestone 20th Annual 

National Conference, the local 

organizing committee went beyond the 

call of duty to conduct a legacy 

initiative which achieved numerous 

objectives. One of this years 

conferences’ goals was to mitigate 

and offset the carbon emissions 

generated from the event.  

Acknowledging that our emissions 

effect local communities and 

environments, the committee 

undertook the challenge to offset 

emissions through a local tree planting 

initiative.  

What appeared to be an even greater 

challenge was to conduct this task 
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EDITOR EDITOR   
Sian Oosthuizen  

sianrosewaldron@gmail.com 

"On behalf of the Hostel’s leaners 

and staff I would like to thank you for 

the new trees. Not only are we going 

to enjoy them, but also the leaners 

that will be living here at the Hostel. 

We will definitely enjoy the shade 

that these trees provide during hot 

summer afternoons. We promise to 

take care of the trees and to make 

sure that they will still be here for 

generations to come. Thank you so 

very much."  
Sian Oosthuizen 

 

common "Cheeeese" was 

appropriately changed to "Treeees"! 

The afternoon was closed by a senior 

primary pupil reading out the most 

wonderful speech that truly captured 

the essence of the initiative and filled 

our hearts with warmth.  

mailto:sianrosewaldron@gmail.com?subject=Hadeda


 

NNOTICESOTICES  
It seems love has been in the air over the past  few months. We would like to congratulate two of our own 

committee members on their recent milestones.  

 Sandile Nkomonde, our marketer, married his beautiful (now wife) Anele in August  

 Andrea Murray-Rogers, our treasurer, got engaged to Shane in September this year 

We wish Andrea and Sandile, and their better halves, all the best for their future adventures. 

In other news, KZN members are again shining high at a national level.  

 Danielle Sanderson (née Michel) is the chair for the 2016 national conference  

 Kusasa Sithole has been elected as the Student Representative on the National Executive Committee  

Congratulations to both Danielle and Kusasa, I am sure you will continue to make IAIAsa KZN proud!  
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Sandile & AneleSandile & Anele  


